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Key Metrics
Price: $9.01

Price Target Range: $15.00-$15.00

52-Week Range: $7.50-$11.10

Cash (M): $34.1

Debt (M): $0.0

Book Value/Share: $1.10
Cash (M): Adjusted for funds payable and receivable
from program partners.

Investment Conclusion
We are initiating coverage of Points with a Buy rating and price target of
$15. Our price target is based on a PE of 20x our discounted FY13 EPS estimate
of $0.82. Given the company’s leadership and lack of competition in loyalty
rewards transactions, accelerating revenue growth and near-term opportunities
to add loyalty partners and rewards members we believe Points shares deserve a
premium valuation. Based on our estimated 33% EPS CAGR over the next three
years we believe our price target is conservative.

Market Data
Market Cap (M): $135.8

Enterprise Value (M): $101.7

Shares Out (M): 15.1

Float (M): 13.5

30-Day Avg. Vol: 41,098.0

Merriman Estimates
FY10A FY11E FY12E

Sales (M)

1Q $23.5 $28.5A $33.3

2Q $21.7 $32.7A $39.5

3Q $23.5 $28.8A $37.1

4Q $27.0 $34.7 $44.7

FY (Dec) $95.7 $124.7 $154.6

EV/S 1.1x 0.8x 0.7x
EBITDA

1Q $0.2 $0.3A $1.2

2Q $0.2 $1.4A $2.4

3Q $1.2 $1.9A $3.1

4Q $1.6 $2.8 $4.3

FY (Dec) $3.3 $6.4 $11.0

EV/EBITDA 30.8x 15.9x 9.2x

Company Description
Points International provides private label solutions to
corporations to manage components of their loyalty programs.
The company is also the owner and operator of Points.com,
a reward-program management portal, where consumers can
swap, earn, buy, gift and share miles and points from more
than 50 reward programs.

Investment Summary

• Points pioneered the market for consumers to “top up” loyalty
rewards. The company has transacted more than 70 billion points since 2000
through a current network of more than 50 loyalty program providers. Points
acquired its lone competitor in 2004.

• Entering Q4 with a record pipeline of potential new loyalty partners.
We believe the company’s pipeline of potential partners, including several
major airlines, stands at record levels. We believe there are several
potential partners in the company’s pipeline that represent $20MM to $60MM
incremental revenue opportunities.

• Deeper product deployment into existing loyalty partners drives
transactional volumes. Points has deployed more than 180 products to
its loyalty partners representing less than half of its total products offered.
We believe the company will further deepen product deployments within its
network over the next three years driving transactional volumes. In addition,
we believe there is a major opportunity to increase Points’ penetration into the
membership base of existing partners which currently stands at less than 2%.

• Points is extending loyalty programs to online merchants. In 2011, the
company signed strategic agreements with PayPal, Magento, and Shopify to
expand loyalty points programs to online merchants as well as to convert
points and miles to cash. By extending the market for loyalty points to online
merchants Points has broadened its overall revenue opportunity.

• Revamped Points.com portal offers a growth opportunity. A relaunched
Points.com offers a multitude of transactional services to more than 3MM
registered users. We believe the strategic agreement with PayPal, potential
launch of a mobile app and social media campaign, and growing consumer
interest in transacting points/miles pave the way to expand Points.com
registered base to 10MM users and drive ARPU from $1.50-$2.00 to $5.00 in
the next three to five years.

• We believe Points offers a compelling 3 to 5 year investment
proposition. Based on the company’s loyalty partner pipeline and relatively
low product and member penetration rates of existing products we believe
there is a $250MM incremental revenue opportunity for the company. On
current GMs and relatively stable OpEx we believe this could result in $30MM
in added cash flow and almost $2.00 in EPS. Similarly, we believe Points.com
could generate $50MM in revenue over this period yielding additional cash
flow of $30MM. Based on these growth opportunities we believe it is not
unreasonable to assume Points could reach prices in the $40 range over the
next 3 to 5 years.
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Investment Overview

Points International is a pioneer in providing loyalty reward program members the ability to purchase or “top-up” their points/miles
accounts to accelerate the opportunity for awards redemption. The company was formed in 2000 and its shares began trading on the
Nasdaq in November 2005. Since its founding Points has significantly increased its network of loyalty program partners and extended its
‘Loyalty Currency Services’ offerings which includes the opportunity to buy, exchange, trade, gift and transfer points/miles. In addition,
the company’s Points.com marketplace allows members of loyalty programs to monitor and transact their points/miles. We believe the
marketplace for points/miles is in its infancy providing Points with a substantial growth opportunity over the next three to five years.

There are presently 2.1 billion loyalty rewards memberships in the U.S. with the average household enrolled in 18 rewards programs.
Fueling this adoption are more than 1,000 loyalty rewards programs worldwide including 100 frequent flyer programs. Demand for
points/miles has fueled customer enrollment in a host of financial services, most principally credit cards that offer rewards for spending.
Today, 65% of all airline miles awarded come from sources other than travel and at an average cost of $0.02 per mile, are a highly
profitable segment for the struggling airline industry. In addition, a significant number of points/miles issued annually go unused despite
the fact that rewards providers greatly desire members to use them to generate loyalty and future spending. We believe several trillion
points/miles sit idly in rewards accounts highlighting the magnitude of an untapped market that Points is positioned to unlock.

Since 2000, Points has sought to monetize loyalty points/miles as an exchangeable form of currency by offering top-up
services through a network that we believe has grown to more than 50 loyalty partners. The company has introduced an array of new
products over the last several years to increase the flexibility of loyalty rewards such as the ability for members to not only top-up but
exchange, trade, gift and transfer points/miles. Additionally, we believe a recently introduced product for members to redeem points/
miles for cash through a partnership with PayPal has the potential to drive transactional volumes as well as to begin unlocking unused
points/miles in the market mentioned above.

Points generates revenue from Principal and agency relationships with its loyalty partners as well as commission revenue through
Points.com. We believe there are three primary drivers of Points growth over the next several years: 1) Adding new partners to its
network of loyalty rewards providers, 2) deepening loyalty partner and member penetration within its existing product suite, and 3)
increasing membership and ARPU through Points.com.

We believe the lowest hanging fruit for Points in driving revenue growth over the next three years will come from adding
to its existing loyalty rewards partner network. The substantial majority of Points revenue is presently related to topping-up of
customer points/miles. However, the company has tapped less than 25% of the total worldwide loyalty rewards partners available in
the market. Based on the company’s record pipeline of loyalty partner opportunities we believe there is significant room to grow overall
penetration into loyalty reward programs. For example, we believe United Airlines alone could represent $50 million in incremental
annual revenue as a Principal customer. We believe other available airlines that could represent large wins for the company include
Southwest, Japan Airlines, Singapore Airlines as well as major carriers in China. In addition, Points has just begun to penetrate loyalty
partner opportunities in hospitality with the signing of Hyatt and in retail with Best Buy representing significant extension opportunities
to its loyalty rewards network. We believe there is potentially $300MM in gross sales opportunity residing within the company’s pipeline
that could yield $125MM in incremental revenue over the next three years.

A second primary growth driver resides in increasing product deployment and member adoption of loyalty partners. The
company has approximately nineteen points/miles products that it offers to loyalty partners, most principally the ability to transfer,
exchange, gift, redeem, trade and allow members to convert points/miles to cash. With 180 products embedded within 50+ partners
we believe current product deployment is roughly 40% (due to some overlap) of the total available products that could be deployed by
partners. We believe further adoption of the company’s product suite offers a key source of transactional volume growth by members
of loyalty partners. In addition, the current penetration of Points into the overall membership base of loyalty partners is a minimal 2%
as estimated by management. We believe there is a significant opportunity for the company to increase transactional volumes as more
and more loyalty partner members adopt Points to transact points/miles.

A third opportunity for the company exists within Points.com. The company’s newly redesigned website offers an online
marketplace to more than 3MM registered users who can manage and monitor loyalty programs as well as utilize features including
the purchase, trade, gift, exchange, and transfer of points/miles. We believe an important membership growth driver is a new feature
offered by PayPal that allows the payment company’s 100MM members the opportunity to redeem miles for cash in their PayPal
accounts. We believe this agreement not only provides a significant opportunity to grow Points.com membership through awareness
but for the first time creates a liquidity event for loyalty rewards members. In addition, we expect the company to launch a Points-
branded mobile smartphone app allowing customers to engage in points/miles transactions in an increasing more relevant setting. To
grow awareness we also anticipate the company will launch a social media blitz through major mediums such as Facebook and LinkedIn
that could accelerate membership growth. We believe the company currently generates average revenue per user (ARPU) of $1.50 to
$2.00 through Points.com. Over the next three to five years we believe Points could grow its member base to 10MM through greater
awareness and lift ARPU to $5.00 on increased utilization of existing products.

A key development for Points in 2011 was a strategy to extend to small and mid-sized business the ability to offer customers
points/miles. Recent partnerships with leading ecommerce service providers Magento and Shopify provide the benefit of offering
rewards programs to small and mid-sized online merchants. Online merchants can now offer points/miles from brand name loyalty
rewards programs as a means of driving sales and incenting customer loyalty versus traditional price discounts. A recent partnership
with Magento offers points/miles incentives to the customers of its 120,000 online merchants that collectively generate $25 billion in
annual revenue. An earlier agreement with Shopify similarly extends its reach into 16,000 online merchants with a unique ‘Incentify
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by Points’ app. In addition, Points’ new Corporate Platform enables non-rewards issuing corporations the ability to offer points/miles
incentives as a special promotion or on an ongoing basis. We believe these agreements materially broaden Points available market
opportunity to resell points/miles.

We believe Points offers a highly compelling 3-to-5 year investment proposition. Based on the company’s loyalty partner
pipeline and relatively low partner and member penetration rates of existing products we believe there is a $250MM incremental
revenue opportunity for the company. On current GMs and relatively stable OpEx we believe this could result in $30MM in added cash
flow and almost $2.00 in EPS. Similarly, we believe Points.com could generate $50MM in revenue over this period with incremental
cash flow of $30MM due to much higher margins. Based on these incremental opportunities we believe Points shares could reach a
price in the $40 range over the next 3 to 5 years.

We are initiating coverage of Points with a Buy rating and price target of $15. Our price target is based on a PE of 20x
our discounted FY13 EPS estimate of $0.82. Given the company’s leadership and lack of competition in loyalty rewards transactions,
accelerating revenue growth and near-term opportunities to add loyalty partners and rewards members we believe Points shares deserve
a premium valuation. Based on our estimated 33% EPS CAGR over the next three years we believe our price target is conservative.

Business Overview

Points International is the global leader in loyalty reward currency management. The company resells reward programs points/
miles directly to consumers. Points forms partnerships with loyalty reward program providers by integrating a partner’s website with
Points.com and processes points/miles transactions through a private label portal. Through its portal rewards program members have
the ability to “top up” their accounts by purchasing, gifting or transferring points/miles. In addition, registered users of Points.com can
monitor, trade, exchange, redeem and cash rewards points/miles.

Points is partnered with more than 50 loyalty reward programs including those of global leaders such as American Airlines, Alaska
Airlines, Air France, Lufthansa, U.S. Airways, Hyatt and Best Buy. Since its founding in 2000 the company has transacted more than
70 billion points/miles for the members of its loyalty partners. In 2007, Points converted its operating model from earning a straight
commission on points/miles transacted to serving as a Principal reseller whereby it purchases points/miles from partners at wholesale
and resells them directly to consumers at a mark-up. While positioning itself for the future as a Principal the company continues to
work with certain partners under an agency relationship which typically generates a 5% commission on transacted points/miles.

Points generates revenue through multiple channels as reported on its income statement. Principal revenue is earned either by 1) taking
a primary role in reselling rewards points/miles that the company has purchased from a partner under a minimum annual guarantee or,
2) Points.com membership dues, loyalty reward program sign-up fees, technology design, development and maintenance revenue, and
hosting and management fees. Other Partner Revenue is earned as a commission through an agency relationship with loyalty partners.

Company History

Points began as an IT service provider and currency manager for loyalty reward programs co-founded by its current CEO and president
in February of 2000. In 2003 InterActiveCorp (IAC) took a 55% majority stake in the company and subsequently acquired its primary
competitor, MilePoint. In 2008, IAC sold its stake in Points via a secondary offering. The company is headquartered in Toronto and its
shares are dually listed on the Toronto Stock Exchange under the ticker ‘PTS’ and, as of February 10, 2011, on the Nasdaq under the
ticker ‘PCOM’ following a one for ten reverse split.

Loyalty Rewards Market Overview

Loyalty rewards programs were originally used as a marketing strategy to incentivize consumers and promote specific buying behavior.
In 1981 American Airlines created the first modern day consumer rewards program with the creation of the AAdvantage Frequent Flyer
Program. Throughout the 1980s and 90s the majority of airlines and large hospitality chains initiated their own loyalty programs fueling
growth of the overall U.S. rewards market to almost 1 billion members.
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Exhibit 1: United States Loyalty Program Memberships,2010

*Source: Colloquy

Loyalty rewards program research firm Colloquy began producing a periodic study in 2000 tracking membership rates within the loyalty
industry. In its 2010 study Colloquy reported that the number of loyalty rewards members had more than doubled from 973 million to
2.1 billion members over a 10-year period due continued growth and the creation of new plans in the hospitality, financial services and
retail industries. These figures imply a total of 18 loyalty brand memberships per household. Colloquy estimates that the annual value
of points earned or bought from memberships in 2011 to be $47.9 billion though only 46% of this value is realized as the majority
of rewards continue to fall into inactive accounts (see Exhibit 3).

...............Exhibit 2: U.S.Loyalty Member Growth...............................Exhibit 3: Inactive vs Active Loyalty

.................................................................................................................Program Memberships 2010

*Source: Colloquy

We believe the Points model serves to stimulate loyalty rewards membership growth and activity by facilitating new ways to top-off
points/miles accounts. For the first time consumers have the ability to monetize their rewards accounts without purchasing goods or
services to accrue additional points/miles.

Points’ Business Model

Through the company’s current loyalty partner base Points touches more than 500 million rewards members. The company works
directly with its partners’ loyalty programs by taking responsibility for web development and maintenance as well as creating private
label portals where rewards customers visit to top-off their loyalty rewards accounts by purchasing, as well as exchanging, gifting,
trading or transferring their program points/miles. This allows members to meet minimum threshold requirements so they can redeem
the value of rewards points/miles they have accumulated.
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Points has historically engaged in an agency role with its loyalty program partners in distributing points/miles. Under this role Points
charges a fee for the development and maintenance of their partners’ websites as well as collecting an estimated 5% commission for
each point/mile sold. In 2007, Points began pursuing a role as Principal in the distribution of points/miles whereby it purchases points/
miles at wholesale prices and resells them to consumers at a premium. The company implements the partner web portal at no charge
as a Principal. We believe points/miles wholesale for between $0.015 and $0.02 per unit and the company typically receives $0.025
upon resale. This conversion resulted in a significant jump in revenue and profitability for the company. As an extension of its Principal
offering Points developed ePoch in 2009 which enhanced the company’s core platform technology to allow for a greater plug and play
partner deployment experience. The ePoch platform allows the company to recognize revenue far more rapidly under its partnerships
by accelerating deployment from three months to less than one week.

We believe the company’s loyalty partners have been highly satisfied with the business model conversion as partners no longer have
to pay for the development and maintenance of their websites. Importantly, Points guarantees a minimum annual threshold amount
of points/miles to be purchased from its Principal partners that can range as high as $20-$30MM for large partners as well as typically
paying for points/miles at the high end of the wholesale list price. As a result, Points is frequently ranked as the Number 2 or 3
purchaser of points/miles with a given partner. After meeting the threshold guarantee Points receives a discount on every point and
mile purchased from its Principal partners. We believe these guarantees are typically met during the second and third quarter of each
year resulting in higher gross margins for the company in the second half of its fiscal year.

Points has seen a 734% increase in annual revenue from 2006 to 2010 primarily as a result of its operating model conversion being
applied to both existing and new loyalty partners. Agency revenue has stayed fairly stable at approximately $8 million annually while
Principal revenue has jumped from $3MM in FY06 to $89MM in FY10.

Loyalty Partner Network

Points boasts a current network of more than 50 loyalty partners across multiple industry groups and regions and includes partners
such as American Airlines, Alaska Airlines, Air France, Lufthansa, U.S. Airways, Hyatt and Best Buy. The company’s partners have
opened access to more than 500 million members who transacted over 11 billion points/miles in 2010.

Despite this growth, we estimate Points has penetrated only 25% of the available worldwide rewards market. There are currently
more than 1,000 loyalty reward programs including 100 loyalty reward programs within the airline industry alone. A central part of
the company’s growth strategy is to acquire additional loyalty partners and correspondingly increase the number of rewards members
transacting points/miles.
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Exhibit 4: Points International’s December 2011 Partner Base

*Source: Points.com

AIRLINE INDUSTRY

The majority of Points’ loyalty partners and miles transacted are derived from North American airlines, principally leading U.S. carriers
such as American Airlines, Alaska Airlines, US Airways, Continental Airways and Virgin America. We believe Points will continue to focus
its marketing on the remaining U.S and Canadian airlines, particularly major carriers such as United and Southwest Airlines. We believe
that a partnership with United or Southwest would represent a Year One $25MM-$50MM increase in revenue.

An important component of organic growth in reward miles is the number of Revenue Passenger Miles (RPMs) flown annually. The
International Air Transport Assn. (IATA) predicts year-over-year growth in RPMs in North America and Europe to be 4.2% and 4.3%
through 2015, respectively (See Exhibit 5). For modeling purposes we believe 4.2% serves as a base rate of organic growth for miles
transacted through the Points platform. However, we believe future loyalty partner signings will increasingly take place in Asia and in
emerging markets that include Africa, Latin America and the Middle East due to a rapidly growing global middle class. As depicted, the
IATA predicts year-over-year growth in RPMs for Asian and emerging markets to exceed 6% collectively creating what we anticipate
to be an increasing rate of organic growth for the company beyond FY13. RPMs globally total 2.2 trillion compared to 900 billion in
North America.
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Exhibit 5: Annual Airline Traffic Growth by Region, 2011-2015

*Source: IATA

An interesting facet of airline travel when viewed through global RPMs is the consistent increase in miles traveled since 1970. Despite
high cyclicality in airlines in North America with peaks and troughs forming every seven to ten years, global RPMs tend to remain flat
during recessions and experience accelerating growth during economic expansion. Evidence of this can be seen when comparing the rate
of change in RPMs after the 9/11 attacks. The airline industry suffered extensive losses following 9/11 although global RPMs remained
stable attributable in large part to growth in the global middle class. We believe as Points more deeply penetrates the international
airline industry its overall miles transacted should become largely recession resistant (see Exhibit 6).

Highlighting its international focus, Points has added several global carriers as loyalty partners over the past two years including Qatar
Airways, Saudi Airlines and Iberia Airlines. Additional carriers the company may be targeting include Singapore Airlines, Japan Airlines
and Air China. We estimate that a partnership with these larger carriers each represent incremental revenue opportunities of $25MM-
$40MM.

Loyalty programs are one of the most profitable business lines for the airline industry with 65% of all airline miles awarded coming
from sources other than travel. These non-travel related miles generate on average $0.02 in net revenue per mile. We believe airlines
remain dedicated to growing their rewards customer base as well as protecting the integrity of their programs despite significant turmoil
among multiple major U.S. carriers. The Chapter 11 filing of United Airlines in December 2002 emphasized the importance of rewards
programs even in bankruptcy as customers experienced no disruption or loss of rewards through the carrier’s three-year period of
reorganization. Recent events such as the 2008 Delta/Northwest merger, 2010 United/Continental merger and the November 2011
AMR bankruptcy have similarly led to no disruptions to rewards programs. Thus, we anticipate business as usual under the company’s
relationship with AMR as it works through its current Chapter 11 reorganization.
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Exhibit 6: World Revenue Passenger Miles

*Source: IATA, ACAS, ICAO, Airbus & CER estimates

RETAIL

Points has increasingly broadened its focus on new markets such as retail. Since 2011, the company has partnered with Best Buy as
a loyalty program partner and focused on expanding its reach to online merchants through strategic agreements with Magento and
Shopify. The retail industry is currently the largest segment of the loyalty rewards industry serving approximately 40% of the more
than 2 billion loyalty reward members in the U.S. We expect Points to target major rewards programs of retailers such as Toys R’
Us and Nordstrom’s. We believe that as the retail market matures the annual value of points distributed through this sector will be
more than $20 billion.

TRAVEL & HOSPITALITY

To date, Points’ primary focus has been the airline industry within the travel and hospitality sector which we have discussed above.
Though airlines account for the large majority of the company’s revenue Points has begun to penetrate the hospitality industry with
loyalty rewards partners such as Marriott, Hyatt and La Quinta Inns. As of 2010, overall U.S. rewards membership in the hospitality
sector was over 300MM. We believe the company is focused on the remaining large hotel chains in the U.S. such as Hilton and Radisson
along with major hoteliers in Europe. In addition, we believe Points is targeting the gaming industry through casino operators such
as Caesars. We believe these larger hotels and gaming companies have the potential to represent $5MM-$10MM annual opportunities
for Points.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Points has recently targeted the financial services industry. While financial service providers have traditionally shunned creation of their
own corporate branded points programs their importance to the rewards market is without question as both a major purchaser and
distributor of points/miles as incentive to their members to spend. Colloquy estimates the U.S. financial services industry purchases
upwards of $9 billion in points/miles annually from the retail, travel and hospitality sectors serving an estimated 429MM members.

Points has sought to engage the financial services industry through Points.com offering financial members the ability to monitor, trade,
exchange, redeem and cash rewards points/miles. We believe the company will target major credit card issuers such as Discover and
VISA as well as bank card issuers which have significant membership.

Strategic Partnerships

Points is expanding its base of loyalty rewards applications to broaden its revenue opportunities. Points partnered with Magento, a
unit of eBay, and Shopify to provide online merchants the ability to offer loyalty rewards though its network of loyalty partners. In
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addition, Points has also partnered with PayPal and Amazon through its portal Points.com to provide members the ability to cash their
rewards points/miles from selected partners.

Exhibit 7: Recent Strategic Partners

Source* Points.com

MAGENTO & SHOPIFY PARTNERSHIPS

Points signed agreements with online ecommerce providers Magento and Shopify in late 2011 to extend loyalty incentives to online
merchants. Magento and Shopify provide ecommerce platforms where online merchants can develop and create web-based storefronts.
Magento and Shopfiy have an estimated 120,000 and 20,000 merchants, respectively and combined merchant transactions estimated
to be over $25 billion in 2011. Points has partnered with these platforms to provide brand name loyalty points/miles to online merchants
who until now have lacked the ability to provide rewards incentives to their customers. We believe offering points/miles incentives to
customers to reward purchases is a far more favorable proposition to offering straight percentage discounts as it creates much greater
potential for customer loyalty and return experiences.

Through these partnerships Points purchases points/miles from their rewards partners and resells them at a premium, splitting its
margin with Magento or Shopify. As an example, an online retailer purchases 50 AAdvantage rewards miles from Points at $0.04 per
mile as an incentive for a customer to spend $100 at their storefront. After paying American Airlines its wholesale price of $0.02, Points
splits the remaining $0.02 per mile profit with Shopify or Magento.

We believe the Magento and Shopify e-commerce partnerships benefit Points in multiple ways including the creation of new revenue
sources for points/miles through online merchants. In addition, Points can market its Incentify application directly to Shopify merchants
through its platform. In 3Q11 Points added rewards programs from American Airlines, Best Buy, Alaska Airlines, US Airways, Frontier
and Hawaiian Airlines to Incentify further expanding their distribution sources.

We believe that online store fronts such as Magento and Shopify offer Points a new vehicle to increase points/miles transactions. While
we are not including estimates from these partnerships to our model at this early stage the potential for significant revenue growth is
highly based on relatively small increments of penetration. If we assume the annual sales for Magento and Shopify to be $25 billion and
Points’ application to be used on 4% of merchants sales at a 6% rewards to sales ratio, Points would recognize an estimated $45MM
in additional annual revenue at $60MM minus $15MM in profit share (see below).
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Exhibit 8: Merchant Penetration Sensitivity Analysis

*Source: Company Reports & CER estimates

PAYPAL

Points signed a key agreement with PayPal in February of 2011 to provide PayPal’s online members the ability to convert points/miles
for cash. PayPal, who currently has more than 100MM active users and total payment volume of $100 billion, will market this cash
conversion feature to its users. Under the agreement, Points generates revenue in the form of a 15% commission for every point/
mile converted to cash by PayPal members. We believe an additional benefit of the agreement is potential membership increases to
Points.com as PayPal actively markets the company’s rewards program services.

Trailing 12-month points/miles transacted at Points.com averaged 1.35 billion and Points.com’s average trailing 12-month user base
was 2.7MM equating to an estimated 500 points/miles transacted per user. Points.com currently represents roughly $5.9MM in annual
revenue. We believe a modest 3% penetration into PayPal’s membership base over the next three years would more than double
Points.com’s current membership base of 3MM users and double its annual revenue contribution (see Exhibit 9).

Exhibit 9: PayPal Users Adoption of Points.com Sensitivity Analysis

*Source: Company Reports & CER estimates

Management*

Rob MacLean, CEO: Mr. MacLean is a co-founder of Points International and is a member of the board of directors. He has been in the
loyalty and airline industry for 12 years. During his time in the airline industry, he was the Vice President of Sales with Canadian Airlines
where he led a team of 250 employees to generate over $2 billion dollars in revenue. Mr. MacLean was also in charge of their award
winning Canadian Plus loyalty program where in two years he doubled its revenue to $120 million by transforming the program from
being a frequent flyer program to a broad loyalty program with over 200 partner relationships. Mr. MacLean also served as Canadian
Airline’s senior representative on the Oneworld Alliance’s Customer Loyalty Steering Committee.

Anthony Lam, CFO: Mr. Lam joined Points International in April of 2007 and is in charge of the company’s financial reporting, compliance,
treasury, corporate finance, business intelligence, investor relations and legal matters. He has over a decade of financial experience
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in the Internet and technology sectors, during which time he served as the corporate controller/director of treasury and taxation to
CryptoLogic Inc. Prior to this, Mr. Lam was the financial controller for Soft Choice Corporation, PC DOCS Group International Inc. and
Microforum Inc., where he was involved in various mergers and IPO activities. Mr. Lam started his career at PricewaterhouseCoopers
LLP and graduated from the University of Toronto with a Bachelors of Commerce Degree. He is a Chartered Accountant.

Christopher Bernard, President: Mr. Bernard co-founded Points International Ltd. in 2000 and is on the board of directors. He is
responsible for corporate strategy, product development, corporate development and financial activities, as well as investor relations.
He held interim financial roles including being the CFO and VP of product development and marketing. In 1998 Mr. Bernard co-founded
Canada’s first internet business incubator, Exclamation International, from which Points.com was created.

Peter Lockhard, COO: Mr. Lockhard joined Points International in 2005 and is the executive leader of senior business managers
responsible for the Points International’s technology platform, along with the development and management of its ecommerce products.
Prior to being in charge of the technology infrastructure of Points.com and partner channels, he was responsible for marketing, consumer
products, business development, and was leader of the company’s solutions group and partner relationships. Prior to working for Points
International, Mr. Lockhard was the VP of professional services for Flo Network.

*Source: Points International
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Points International, Ltd. (PCOM) Model
Income Statement (000s except per share data) 1Q09A 2Q09A 3Q09A 4Q09A 2009A 1Q10A 2Q10A 3Q10A 4Q10A 2010A 1Q11A 2Q11A 3Q11A 4Q11E 2011E 1Q12E 2Q12E 3Q12E 4Q12E 2012E 2013E

Revenue

Principal 19,360 19,640 18,886 12,895 70,781 21,837 20,063 22,038 25,149 89,087 26,697 30,766 26,900 32,694 117,057 31,500 37,227 34,949 42,250 145,926 173,735

Other Partner Revenue 1,751 1,675 1,841 3,679 8,946 1,664 1,595 1,468 1,850 6,577 1,771 1,955 1,903 2,035 7,664 1,760 2,248 2,150 2,450 8,608 9,175

Interest 35 9 5 3 52 1 5 3 5 14 5 4 4 5 18 5 4 4 5 18 18

Total Revenue 21,146 21,324 20,732 16,577 79,779 23,502 21,663 23,509 27,004 95,678 28,473 32,725 28,807 34,734 124,739 33,265 39,479 37,103 44,705 154,552 182,928

Direct Cost of Principle Revenue 17,527 18,025 16,975 10,530 63,057 19,287 17,356 18,300 21,063 76,006 23,385 26,519 22,491 26,899 99,294 27,305 31,950 28,900 34,503 122,658 144,598

Gross Profit 3,619 3,299 3,757 6,047 16,722 4,215 4,307 5,209 5,941 19,672 5,088 6,206 6,316 7,835 25,445 5,960 7,529 8,203 10,202 31,894 38,330

Operating Expense

Employment Costs 2,771 2,685 2,538 2,643 10,637 2,681 2,650 2,482 2,804 10,617 3,244 3,258 3,021 3,450 12,973 3,400 3,500 3,600 4,175 14,675 15,650

Marketing & Communications 466 263 328 692 1,749 262 282 376 430 1,350 279 348 392 440 1,459 400 450 425 450 1,725 1,746

Technology Services 207 235 253 240 935 211 224 270 170 875 146 156 146 139 587 147 157 147 139 589 592

Depreciation & Amortization 173 177 200 233 783 135 152 158 450 895 445 563 622 614 2,244 615 615 616 616 2,461 2,467

Foreign Exchange Loss (Gain) 192 (361) (70) (3) (242) (22) (13) (77) 7 (105) (68) (24) 4 0 (88) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Operating Expense 755 682 566 791 2,794 832 918 919 890 3,559 1,106 1,071 833 1,004 4,014 832 987 928 1,118 3,864 4,573

Restructuring Charges 0 0 332 0 332 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Operating Expense 4,564 3,681 4,147 4,596 16,988 4,099 4,213 4,128 4,751 17,191 5,152 5,372 5,018 5,647 21,189 5,393 5,709 5,715 6,498 23,315 25,028

Total Expense 22,091 21,706 21,122 15,126 80,045 23,386 21,569 22,428 25,814 93,197 28,537 31,891 27,509 32,546 120,483 32,698 37,659 34,615 41,001 145,973 169,626

Net Income from Operating (945) (382) (390) 1,451 (266) 116 94 1,081 1,190 2,481 (64) 834 1,298 2,188 4,256 567 1,820 2,488 3,704 8,580 13,302

Interest & Other Changes 13 11 (28) 18 14 15 6 2 674 697 0 (17) (8) 0 (25) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Earnings Before Income Tax (958) (393) (362) 1,433 (280) 101 88 1,079 516 1,784 (64) 851 1,306 2,188 4,281 567 1,820 2,488 3,704 8,580 13,302

Income Tax (recovery) Expense 141 78 (97) (466) (344) (342) 0 0 170 (172) 125 350 (356) 0 119 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Income (1,099) (471) (265) 1,899 64 443 88 1,079 346 1,956 (189) 501 1,662 2,188 4,162 567 1,820 2,488 3,704 8,580 13,302

Other Comprehensive Gain (Loss) 0 0 121 (121) 0 210 (251) 162 176 297 35 (142) (445) 0 (552) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Comprehensive Income (1,099) (471) (144) 1,778 64 653 (163) 1,241 522 2,253 (154) 359 1,217 2,188 3,610 567 1,820 2,488 3,704 8,580 13,302

Diluted EPS ($0.07) ($0.03) ($0.02) $0.13 $0.00 $0.03 $0.01 $0.07 $0.02 $0.13 ($0.01) $0.03 $0.11 $0.14 $0.27 $0.04 $0.11 $0.16 $0.23 $0.54 $0.82

Diluted Share Count 14,982 14,982 14,983 14,981 14,982 14,990 15,042 15,050 15,198 15,070 14,988 15,224 15,566 15,800 15,394 15,850 15,900 15,900 16,000 15,913 16,250

EBITDAS

Operating Income (945) (382) (390) 1,451 (266) 116 94 1,081 1,190 2,481 (64) 834 1,298 2,188 4,256 567 1,820 2,488 3,704 8,580 13,302

Depreciation & Amortization 173 177 200 233 783 135 152 158 450 895 445 563 622 614 2,244 615 615 616 616 2,461 2,467

Foreign Exchange Loss (Gain) 192 (361) (70) (3) (242) (22) (13) (77) 7 (105) (68) (24) 4 0 (88) 0 0 0 0 0 0

EBITDA (580) (566) (260) 1,681 275 229 233 1,162 1,647 3,271 313 1,373 1,924 2,802 6,412 1,181 2,436 3,104 4,320 11,041 15,769

Stock Based Compensation 157 166 176 184 683 162 153 133 149 597 169 163 145 145 622 145 175 200 200 720 900

EBITDAS (423) (400) (84) 1,865 958 391 386 1,295 1,796 3,868 482 1,536 2,069 2,947 7,034 1,326 2,611 3,304 4,520 11,761 16,669

Profitability Analysis % of Total Revenue 1Q09A 2Q09A 3Q09A 4Q09A 2009A 1Q10A 2Q10A 3Q10A 4Q10A 2010A 1Q11A 2Q11A 3Q11A 4Q11E 2011E 1Q12E 2Q12E 3Q12E 4Q12E 2012E 2013E

Revenue

Principal 91.6% 92.1% 91.1% 77.8% 88.7% 92.9% 92.6% 93.7% 93.1% 93.1% 93.8% 94.0% 93.4% 94.1% 93.8% 94.7% 94.3% 94.2% 94.5% 94.4% 95.0%

Other Partner Revenue 8.3% 7.9% 8.9% 22.2% 11.2% 7.1% 7.4% 6.2% 6.9% 6.9% 6.2% 6.0% 6.6% 5.9% 6.1% 5.3% 5.7% 5.8% 5.5% 5.6% 5.0%

Interest 0.2% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.1% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

Total Revenue 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0% 100.0%

Direct Cost of Principle Revenue 82.9% 84.5% 81.9% 63.5% 79.0% 82.1% 80.1% 77.8% 78.0% 79.4% 82.1% 81.0% 78.1% 77.4% 79.6% 82.1% 80.9% 77.9% 77.2% 79.4% 79.0%

Gross Profit Margin 17.1% 15.5% 18.1% 36.5% 21.0% 17.9% 19.9% 22.2% 22.0% 20.6% 17.9% 19.0% 21.9% 22.6% 20.4% 17.9% 19.1% 22.1% 22.8% 20.6% 21.0%

Operating Expense

Employment Costs 13.1% 12.6% 12.2% 15.9% 13.3% 11.4% 12.2% 10.6% 10.4% 11.1% 11.4% 10.0% 10.5% 9.9% 10.4% 10.2% 8.9% 9.7% 9.3% 9.5% 8.6%

Marketing & Communications 2.2% 1.2% 1.6% 4.2% 2.2% 1.1% 1.3% 1.6% 1.6% 1.4% 1.0% 1.1% 1.4% 1.3% 1.2% 1.2% 1.1% 1.1% 1.0% 1.1% 1.0%

Technology Services 1.0% 1.1% 1.2% 1.4% 1.2% 0.9% 1.0% 1.1% 0.6% 0.9% 0.5% 0.5% 0.5% 0.4% 0.5% 0.4% 0.4% 0.4% 0.3% 0.4% 0.3%

Depreciation & Amortization 0.8% 0.8% 1.0% 1.4% 1.0% 0.6% 0.7% 0.7% 1.7% 0.9% 1.6% 1.7% 2.2% 1.8% 1.8% 1.8% 1.6% 1.7% 1.4% 1.6% 1.3%

Foreign Exchange Loss (Gain) NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Operating Expense 3.6% 3.2% 2.7% 4.8% 3.5% 3.5% 4.2% 3.9% 3.3% 3.7% 3.9% 3.3% 2.9% 2.9% 3.2% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5% 2.5%

Restructuring Charges NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA

Total Operating Expense 21.6% 17.3% 20.0% 27.7% 21.3% 17.4% 19.4% 17.6% 17.6% 18.0% 18.1% 16.4% 17.4% 16.3% 17.0% 16.2% 14.5% 15.4% 14.5% 15.1% 13.7%

Total Expense 104.5% 101.8% 101.9% 91.2% 100.3% 99.5% 99.6% 95.4% 95.6% 97.4% 100.2% 97.5% 95.5% 93.7% 96.6% 98.3% 95.4% 93.3% 91.7% 94.4% 92.7%

Net Profit Margin -4.5% -1.8% -1.9% 8.8% -0.3% 0.5% 0.4% 4.6% 4.4% 2.6% -0.2% 2.5% 4.5% 6.3% 3.4% 1.7% 4.6% 6.7% 8.3% 5.6% 7.3%
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Balance Sheet (000s except per share data) 1Q09A 2Q09A 3Q09A 4Q09A 2009A 1Q10A 2Q10A 3Q10A 4Q10A 2010A 1Q11A 2Q11A 3Q11A

Assets

Cash & Cash Equivalents 25,191 23,694 27,144 26,414 26,414 27,857 22,386 21,313 28,463 28,463 30,810 30,593 34,113

Restricted Cash 777 832 878 802 802 2,223 1,752 1,761 1,776 1,776 1,791 1,789 1,614

Total Cash 25,968 24,525 28,023 27,216 27,216 30,080 24,138 23,074 30,239 30,239 32,601 32,382 35,727

Funds Receivable From Payment Processors 4,724 2,735 3,076 5,855 5,855 5,340 2,496 3,026 4,624 4,624 6,205 8,066 2,805

Security Deposits 2,375 2,342 2,667 2,602 2,602 2,767 2,784 2,726 2,123 2,123 2,452 2,628 2,610

Accounts Receivable 2,324 1,555 1,365 1,907 1,907 1,481 1,288 1,518 2,054 2,054 2,538 2,209 1,855

Prepaid Expenses & Other Assets 1,600 1,180 678 759 759 1,220 684 1,051 1,179 1,179 1,680 1,485 1,007

Total Current Assets 36,991 32,338 35,808 38,339 38,339 40,888 31,390 31,395 40,219 40,219 45,476 46,770 44,004

Property & Equipment 848 844 764 607 607 587 1,341 1,669 1,611 1,611 1,668 1,849 1,797

Intangible Assets 919 1,001 1,336 2,014 2,014 2,461 4,123 5,150 4,844 4,844 5,018 4,873 4,840

Goodwill 4,205 4,205 4,205 4,205 4,205 4,205 4,205 4,205 2,580 2,580 2,580 2,580 2,580

Deferred Tax Assets 460 382 479 945 945 1,193 1,306 1,233 984 984 845 551 1,085

Other Assets 562 812 1,162 1,033 1,033 1,005 950 731 613 613 607 467 604

Total Non-Current Assets 6,994 7,243 7,946 8,804 8,804 9,451 11,925 12,988 10,632 10,632 10,718 10,320 10,906

Total Assets 43,985 39,581 43,754 47,143 47,143 50,339 43,315 44,383 50,851 50,851 56,194 57,090 54,910

Liabilities 

Accounts Payable and Accrued Liabilities 1,937 1,666 2,468 3,087 3,087 2,059 2,671 3,055 3,679 3,679 3,675 2,945 3,112

Provisions 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 102 102 67 84 70

Current Portion of Other Liabilities 947 1,014 817 609 609 813 758 764 629 629 612 654 938

Payable to Loyalty Program Partners 29,623 25,757 29,351 30,215 30,215 33,344 25,437 24,450 31,337 31,337 36,796 37,413 33,433

Total Current Liabilities 32,507 28,436 32,636 33,911 33,911 36,216 28,866 28,269 35,747 35,747 41,150 41,096 37,553

Other Liabilities (Deferred Revenue) 236 207 269 301 301 377 710 997 951 951 828 845 792

Total Non-Current Liabilities 236 207 269 301 301 377 710 997 951 951 828 845 792

Total Liabilities 32,743 28,643 32,905 34,212 34,212 36,593 29,576 29,266 36,698 36,698 41,978 41,941 38,345

Shareholder's Equity

Share Capital 56,662 56,662 56,662 56,662 56,662 56,662 56,665 56,668 56,683 56,683 56,748 57,288 57,365

Contribution Surplus 7,772 7,939 8,115 8,298 8,298 8,443 8,592 8,724 9,255 9,255 9,407 9,441 9,563

Total Capital $64,435 $64,601 $64,778 $64,960 $64,960 $65,105 $65,257 $65,392 $65,938 $65,938 $66,155 $66,729 $66,928

Accumulated Other Comprehensive (loss) Income (2,566) (2,566) (2,566) (2,566) (2,566) (2,356) (2,607) (2,445) 297 297 332 190 (255)

Accumulated Deficit (50,626) (51,097) (51,362) (49,463) (49,463) (49,003) (48,911) (47,830) (52,082) (52,082) (52,271) (51,770) (50,108)

Total Shareholder's Equity 11,242 10,938 10,849 12,931 12,931 13,746 13,739 15,117 14,153 14,153 14,216 15,149 16,565

Total Liabilities & Shareholder's Equity 43,985 39,581 43,754 47,143 47,143 50,339 43,315 44,383 50,851 50,851 56,194 57,090 54,910

Common Share Data

Total Common Shares Outstanding 14,982 14,982 14,982 14,982 14,982 14,982 14,982 14,982 14,983 14,983 14,988 15,037 15,061

Tangible Common Equity $6,118 $5,732 $5,308 $6,712 $6,712 $7,080 $5,411 $5,762 $6,729 $6,729 $6,618 $7,696 $9,145

Common Equity To Total Assets 26% 28% 25% 27% 27% 27% 32% 34% 28% 28% 25% 27% 30%

TCE Ratio 16% 17% 14% 16% 16% 16% 15% 16% 15% 15% 14% 16% 19%

Book Value, Per Share $0.75 $0.73 $0.72 $0.86 $0.86 $0.92 $0.92 $1.01 $0.94 $0.94 $0.95 $1.01 $1.10

Tangible Book Value, Per Share $0.41 $0.38 $0.35 $0.45 $0.45 $0.47 $0.36 $0.38 $0.45 $0.45 $0.44 $0.51 $0.61
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Company Specific Risks
Ownership of Points/Miles: Points/miles holders do not actually own their loyalty rewards and are subject to potential future restrictions or cancellations.
We believe there are risks to Points’ business model should loyalty rewards providers seek greater control over points/miles through restricted exchange,
transfer or trading capabilities.

Loss of Principal Partners: Currently, 81% of the company’s annual revenue is derived from three partners. If the company lost one or more of these
partners to an in-house solution, a competitive offering, or conversion to agency relationship the company’s revenue and our estimates would be materially
impacted. In October of 2009, Delta Airlines ended their loyalty partnership with the company leading to a significant decline in revenue.

American Airlines Bankruptcy: A high profile loyalty partner of the company, American Airlines, declared Chapter 11 bankruptcy in late 2011. Should
American fail to reorganize and emerge from bankruptcy Points bears risk that its loyalty partnership with the carrier could be severely curtailed or ended
which could materially impact our estimates.

Economic Downturn: A significant percentage of the company’s partners and transactional volume is in the travel and hospitality industry, principally
airlines and hotels. A major downturn in the economy could impact airline travel and hotel stays in the U.S. leading to lower reward volume and potentially
impacting our estimates.

Valuation
Financial Analysis & Assumptions
3Q11 Results
Points reported Q3 results in early November generating total revenue of $28.8MM, up 23% y-o-y and down 12% sequentially following a very strong
2Q11 aided by heavier airline promotion activity. Principal revenue rose 22% to $26.9MM in the quarter. Principal revenue is generated from relationships
with loyalty partners whereby the company earns a mark-up typically of $0.005 per mile on a cost basis of $0.02 per mile. Total points/miles transacted
during the quarter rose 31% y-o-y to 3.34 billion and down 8% sequentially from 3.64 billion. The substantial majority of the company’s revenue is derived
from top-up purchases of points/miles to the airlines industry and tends to follow a trend of heavier promotional activity by airlines in Q2 and Q4. Other
partner revenue, which is agency commission revenue of 5% on points/miles transactions and Points.com revenue, rose to $1.90MM from $1.47MM y-o-
y, up 29%. Points maintained its FY11 guidance of $120MM to $130MM during its Q3 call.

Gross margins fell slightly to 21.9% in 3Q11 from 22.2% in 3Q10 but gained from 19.0% in 2Q11 as threshold guarantees were met yielding greater
discounts on wholesale points/miles purchased. We believe the company continues to do an excellent job of managing expense levels as Q3 OpEx of
$5.0MM remained essentially flat for a third consecutive quarter. The company exited the quarter with 110 FTEs. 3Q11 EPS rose to $0.11 from $0.07 y-
o-y and from $0.03 in 2Q11 due to higher gross margins. Points currently has $35.7MM in cash, or $2.29 per share, and no long-term debt.

4Q11 and Forward Estimates.
In 4Q11 we are looking for revenue to grow to $34.7MM from $27.0MM last year based on our estimate of 4.0 billion points/miles transacted. The strong
sequential growth of 20% stems from seasonally higher airline promotions in Q4. We believe the company will win additional loyalty partners in the fourth
quarter and will grow total products by at least 10. We are estimating Principal revenue of $32.7MM in the quarter and Other Partner revenue of $2.0MM.

We anticipate further gross margin expansion in 4Q11 rising to 22.6% as the remainder of partner guarantee thresholds are attained. We believe OpEx
will rise to $5.6MM in 4Q11 on additional hires and payment of year-end bonuses. We estimate net income of $2.19MM versus $346,000 in 4Q10 as
economies of scale continue to increase for the company. Our 4Q11 EPS estimate is $0.14 versus $0.02 last year. We estimate EBITDA will increase
by $1MM to $2.8MM in the quarter and lead to FY11 EBITDA of $6.5MM. The company’s share count closed the quarter at 15.6MM, up 300,000 shares
on consistently moderate share-based comp.

For FY12, we are looking for y-o-y revenue growth of 24% to $154.6MM. This estimate is led by a 25% increase in Principal revenue to $145.9MM. We
believe there are multiple catalysts for revenue growth in FY12. This includes the addition of new loyalty partners, of which we anticipate the signing of
at least one major U.S. and International carrier during the course of the year, an increase in the number of partner products to 240, and initial revenue
from strategic partnerships Magento and Shopify. We estimate further success on these fronts will lead revenue to grow to $182.9MM in FY13. We believe
total points/miles transacted will grow 27% to 17.8 billion in FY12 and Points.com registered users will reach 3.7MM (see Exhibit 10).
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Exhibit 10: Quarterly Points/Miles Transacted
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We do not anticipate significant increases to gross margins y-o-y as the dynamics of the company’s revenue generation should remain constant. We
estimate FY11 gross margins of 20.6%, up 20 BPS. We believe Points is attaining core leverage in its operating structure allowing for our estimated 24%
y-o-y revenue growth despite an OpEx increase of only 10%. We expect the company will add 10 FTEs in FY12 and Marketing & Communication and
Technology Services expenses will grow only modestly. We are estimating net income of $8.6MM, up 106% from FY11 and EPS of $0.54 versus $0.27.
Similarly, for FY13 we expect OpEx growth of only 8% on 18% revenue growth yielding full year EPS of $0.82. We estimate EBITDA will increase to
$11.0MM from $6.5MM y-o-y rising to $15.8MM in FY13.

Valuation
In arriving at our valuation for Points we looked at several metrics of financial performance including revenue, EBITDA and EPS. We believe EBITDA
multiples of 11-13x are reasonable considering the company’s growth and positioning. Based on our discounted FY13 EBITDA estimate of $15.7MM this
would yield a 12-month price target of $11, or a 34% return potential from today’s close.

However, we are intrigued with valuation that takes into account the strong EPS growth of Points that we anticipate over the next two years. We believe
EPS will grow at a 3-year CAGR of 33% through FY13. Based on a 33% EPS CAGR and unique positioning in the market, we believe a moderate EPS
multiple of 20x is reasonable and based on our discounted FY13 EPS estimate of $0.82 we arrive at a 12-month valuation of $15. The downside to our
EPS growth valuation thesis is the fact that the gross margin profile of the company is more likely to gain comparisons to lower multiple value-added
resellers than premium priced software companies that we believe more closely resembles peers to Points. Nonetheless, the fact that the company has
first mover advantage, generally ranks in the Top 3 as a purchaser of points/miles from its customers highlighting its importance, and has no material
competition indicates potential for margin expansion as Points continues to grow its position in the market. We are thus initiating coverage with a
price target of $15 based on a 20x multiple of our discounted FY13 EPS estimate of $0.82.

In addition, we believe Points offers a highly compelling 3-to-5 year investment proposition. We believe the company’s unique position and
multi-front growth strategy has the potential to drive material upside through FY15. We believe there are two core operating themes. The first is focusing
directly on growth and penetration of loyalty partners on a go-forward basis of which we believe there is a $250MM incremental opportunity over the next
3-5 years. This takes into account: 1) the relatively low level of current loyalty partners signed; 25% of the total market while possessing a record pipeline
of opportunities, 2) moderate rate of adoption by current loyalty partners of company products and 3) ultra-low loyalty partner member penetration rates
which management estimates is less than 2% of the total partner members. Based on conversion of these opportunities we believe Points can generate
$250MM of revenue upside resulting in $30MM incremental cash flow and almost $2.00 in EPS.

We believe a similar growth opportunity resides within Points.com. Points.com is potentially the most recognizable asset in the company’s stable of offerings
yet remains the most underutilized in our opinion. The principle reason for this underutilization is the fact that Points.com hasn’t been optimally positioned
in the market to-date though we believe management is addressing deficiencies and is preparing a more aggressive campaign to raise awareness. Part
of the potential, in addition to more immediate opportunities to increase awareness such as PayPal as discussed above, comes from mobile solutions and
social networking. We believe the company is preparing to launch a mobile smartphone app for Points.com as well as a campaign to raise awareness
among social networks such as Facebook and LinkedIn. Based on current growth in awareness resulting in approximately 50,000 new registered users
per month and the new initiatives above, Points.com could generate $50MM in added revenue over the next 3-5 years. With substantially higher gross
margins in the 60-70% range Points.com could generate incremental cash flow of $30MM and $2.00 per share in EPS.

Based on these incremental opportunities we believe Points shares could reach a price in the $40 range over the next 3 to 5 years.
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES
This research has been prepared by Merriman Capital, Inc., a wholly owned subsidiary of Merriman Holdings, Inc. Some companies
Merriman Capital, Inc. follows are emerging growth companies whose securities typically involve a higher degree of risk and more
volatility than the securities of more established companies.
The securities discussed in Merriman Capital, Inc.’s research reports may be unsuitable for some investors depending on their specific
investment objectives, financial status, risk profile, or particular needs. Investors should consider this report as only a single factor in
making their investment decisions and should not rely solely on this report in evaluating whether or not to buy or sell the securitiesof
the subject company.

Regulation Analyst Certification (.Reg. AC.)
All of the views expressed in this research report accurately reflect the research analyst's personal views about any and all of the
subject securities or issuers. No part of the research analyst's compensation was, is, or will be, directly or indirectly, related to the
specific recommendations or views expressed by the research analyst in the subject company of this research report. Research analysts
are not directly compensated for specific revenue generated by the firm’s investment banking transactions/activities.

General Disclosures
Merriman Capital, Inc. expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for investment banking services for all of the companies in its
research universe in the next three months. Investors should assume that Merriman Capital, Inc. is soliciting or will solicit investment
banking or other business relationships from the companies covered in this report in the next three months. Security prices in this report
may either reflect the previous day’s closing price or an intraday price, depending on the time of distribution. Designated trademarks
and brands are the property of their respective owners.

Specific Disclosures
The research analyst knows or has reason to know of significant positions held by the firm and/or its control persons at the time of
this report.
Merriman Capital, Inc. makes a market in Points International Ltd..

Key to investment Rankings (expected total share price return inclusive of dividend reinvestment, if applicable)
Buy : Merriman Capital, Inc. expects the stock price to appreciate 10% or more over the next 12 months. Initiate or increase position.
Neutral: Merriman Capital, Inc. believes the stock price is fairly valued at current levels. Maintain position or take no action.
Sell: Merriman Capital, Inc. expects the stock price to depreciate over the next 12 months. Sell or decrease position.

Ratings Distribution & Investment Banking Disclosure
Rating Count Ratings Distribution  Count *Investment Banking
Buy 12 92.30%  2 16.67%
Neutral 1 7.70%  0 0.00%
Sell 0 0.00%  0 0.00%

  * Percent of companies under research coverage from which Merriman Capital, Inc. received compensation for investment banking services provided

in the previous 12 months or expects to receive or intends to seek in the next three months

Merriman Capital, Inc. archives and reviews outgoing and incoming email. Such may be produced at the request of regulators. Sender
accepts no liability for any errors or omissions arising as a result of transmission. Use by other than intended recipients is prohibited.
The information contained herein is based on information obtained from sources believed to be reliable but is neither all-inclusive nor
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guaranteed by Merriman Capital, Inc. No independent verification has been made as to the accuracy or completeness of the information.
Opinions, if any, reflect our judgment at the time the report is first published and are subject to change without notice. Merriman
Capital, Inc. does not undertake to advise you of changes in its opinion or information.
Member FINRA/SIPC. Copyright © 2011. All rights reserved. Additional information supporting the statements in this report is available
upon request.
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